
The Ultimate All-in-one Baby Carrier

Baby carrier + Hipseat + Hipseat Carrier + Sling.
You can enjoy all functions of carrier only with Pognae Max.

The Sling can support for carrying Newborns.

A patented Noiseless waist belt prevents the little one 
wake up from their sleep.
The velcro can remove quietly without any noise.

Two ways of leg width build in the carrier for an adjustable
seat and holding the position for the baby according to the
baby growth.

The Mesh fabric has excellent ventilation where it
is always comfortable to use.

The American International Hip Joint Association (IHDI) 
promotes proper baby growth.
Pognae baby carrier are acknowledged by the IHDI as a 
"hip-heathy" baby product.

Why Pognae Max is so special?

Baby Carrier
+

Hipseat
+

Sling





MAX SLING.
The most comfortable way to

hug an infant

CHECK POINT

POGNAE
MAX is different.









Use it refreshingly for
365 days
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Max uses as many as 7 different fabrics.

The specifications of the fabric required by the position
of the shoulder belt, backrest, seat, etc.

of the baby carrier, i.e., the weaving, thickness, density,
hole size, etc. of the mesh fabric must all vary.

Pognae Max does not use the same mesh fabric for one baby carrier.
The appropriate mesh was dThe appropriate mesh was developed and used according to

the location of the Max. So it has excellent ventilation and a good fit.

7-MESH

WHY MAX IS 
ESPECIALLY COOLER



Cooler in hot summer
Please roll down the cover!



Pognae Max products 
details:

Breathable
mesh shawl (sling backrest)

Size adjustment
rotation buckle

Quiet Waist Belt.
Helps to take off the
noiseless waist belt.

The safe storage to store
Cell phone or wallets.

Wide Mesh Pocket

Back Cover Support.
To support the baby 
weights

Non-slip Silicone pad.
To support the baby stably.

The safe storage to
store Cell phone

or wallets.
Wide Mesh Pocket

Quiet Waist Belt.
Helps to take off the
noiseless waist belt.

Protective Head Support
3D Mesh

shoulder-friendly belt

Quiet Waist Belt.
Helps to take

off the noiseless
waist belt.

The safe storage to
store Cell phone

or wallets.
Wide Mesh Pocket

The cushion to 
prevent baby
leg core

Mesh Sheet.
The sheet is to prevent the baby's

hip from the heat.

Mesh Cover
To prevent baby back 
from the heat





Droolpad

The teething pad is attached to both shoulder 
belts. The function is for hygiene purposes 
and cleaning usage. The teething pad can be 
used for a longer time. With the design of 
the snap button, the shape will not be 
deforming easily.

Non-Toxic EPP Molding  

Light and firm non-toxic EPP molding 
foam is used. It is not being deformed 
and used semi-permanently.

Lorem IpsumWaist Support

The four waists' support 
in the waist belt attaches 
along the user's waist 
curve, allowing the user 
to hold the baby for a 
long time comfortably.

HR Foam Shoulder Belt 

The highest quality of HR foam has been 
build in the shoulder belt. With a good quality 
of cushion and recovery function, the user's
shoulder pain will be minimized. Also, fatigue is 
alleviated without deformations even with 
longer usage.

Illustrated Safety Warnings 

Warning Illustration Safety.
The warning instruction is
illustrated on the belt to be
understood easily.

Silicone Non-slip Pad 

The hipseat is designed with an 
outstanding anti-slip silicone prevention 
function to prevent the hip from
slipping while sitting on the hipseat.



MAX POSITION

The Stage of parenting
with Pognae Max ~ 
ultimate all in one carrier.

newborn +

12months +6months +3months +

newborn +

12months +6months +

HIPSEAT

SLING

BABY
CARRIER

HIPSEAT
CARRIER

* The usage period of the product may differ according to the growth of the baby. 

0 months 
before the baby 

could control
the neck (3.5kg)

3-4 months
when the baby is

able to control
the neck (6.0kg)

6 months
when the baby is

starting to
sit up (7.5~8kg)

12 months
when the baby is
able to stand up 

(9.5 kg -20 kg)



MAX POSITION

10 babywearing positions
in Pognae Max 
based on baby growth







Shawl Backrest

Waist Belt for
Baby Carrier and Sling

Hipseat belt

Hood Drool Pads

MAX COMPONENTS




































